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Call of Duty Mobile: Tips and tricksCall of Duty: Mobile is here to tide you on when you're missing immediate access to modern warfare. The mobile game offers an epic catalog of content from both the Modern Warfare and Black Ops series including weapons, cards, game modes, scorestreaks and
playable characters. The newly released COD Mobile is available on iOS and Android devices, with a COD Mobile Battle Royale mode, along with the usual multiplayer and zombies experience. Whether you're seasoned Call of Duty veteran or a full beginner, there's always a new trick to learn, Without
further ado, here are some tips and tricks to help you get ahead of your rivals.*DisclaimerAll the information and images in this app are under general creative license and the credit goes to their respective owners. These images are not endorsed by any of the prospective owners, and the images are used
only for aesthetic purposes. No copyright infringement is intended, and any request to remove one of the images/logos/names will be honored. Follow US This information is only available in the App Store for iPhone and iPad. Working with: iPhone SE, 6S, 6S Plus, 7, 7 Plus, 8, 8 Plus, X, XS, XR; iPad Mini
4, 5; iPad Air 2, 3; iPad ProCall of Duty: Mobile does not support: iPhone 5S, 6, 6 Plus; iPad Air, Mini 2, 3; iPod Touch's official call ® designed exclusively for mobile phones. Play iconic multiplayer cards and modes anytime, anywhere. 100 player Battle Royale battlefield? Quick 5v5 team death folder?
Sniper vs sniper battle? Activision's free-to-play CALL OF DUTY®: MOBILE has it all. FREE TO PLAY ON MOBILEConsole quality HD gaming on your phone with customizable controls, voice and text chat, and exciting 3D graphics and sound. Experience the excitement of the world's most beloved
shooter game, now on your phone for easy on-the-go fun. BELOVED GAME MODES AND MAPSPlay iconic multiplayer cards from Call of Duty®: Black Ops and Call of Duty®: Modern warfare®, available for the first time free. Or team up with friends in a brand new 100-person battle royal survival card.
Join in the fun with millions of players from all over the world! CUSTOMIZE YOUR UNIQUE LOADOUTAs you play CALL OF DUTY®: MOBILE you will unlock and earn dozens of famous characters, weapons, outfits, scorestreaks and pieces of gear that can be used to customize your loadouts. Bring
these loadouts into battle in Battle Royale and exciting PvP multiplayers modes like Team Deathmatch, Frontline, Free For All, Search and Destroy, Domination, Hardpoint and many more. COMPETITIVE AND SOCIAL PLAYUse skill and strategy to fight to the top in competitive Ranked Mode or to win
most Clan prizes if you play with friends. Compete and fight against millions of friends and foes in this exciting to play multiplayer shooter. CHOICE AND COMPLEXITYWier in gameplay, events, controls or CALL OF DUTY®: MOBILE offers complexity and depth in an ever-changing experience. Got what
it takes to compete with the best? Download CALL OF DUTY®: MOBILE now!_________________________________________________________NOTE: We welcome any feedback during your experience to improve the game. To provide feedback, go in-game to &gt; Settings &gt; &gt; Contact
US.Subscribe for Updates! --- &gt; profile.callofduty.com/cod/registerMobileGame _________________________________________________________Note: An Internet connection is required to play this game. Please note that this program contains social features that allow you to connect and play
with friends and push notifications to inform you when exciting events or new content takes place in the game. You can choose whether or not to use these features or not.© 2019 Activision Publishing, Inc. ACTIVISION and CALL OF DUTY are trademarks of Activision Publishing, Inc. All other brands and
brand names are the characteristics of their respective owners. By downloading, installing or using this app, you agree to Activision's Privacy Policy and Terms of Ours, as can be updated from time to time by Activision. Please visit activision's privacy policy and see Activision's terms of use.© 2019
Activision Publishing, Inc. ACTIVISION and CALL OF DUTY are trademarks of Activision Publishing, Inc. All other brands and brand names are the characteristics of their respective owners. By downloading, installing or using this app, you agree to Activision's Privacy Policy and Terms of Ours, as can be
updated from time to time by Activision. Please visit view Activision's privacy policy and Activision's terms of use. 20 Dec 2020 Version 1.0.19 This winter experience epic battles, spying and a little holiday cheer. Call of Duty: Mobile Season 13: Winter War is here. New Black Ops: Cold War Operators Adler
- Mountain Drab and Helen Park – Safehouse. Fifty levels of rewards in the new Battle Pass. Play off the new grind. Experience new fan favorite MP card Nuketown Russia, and smuggling intel across enemy lines to earn rewards in the One The Brink seasonal event. I had long waited on the arrival of Call
of Duty Mobile, and when it launched soft, I was totally addicted to the game. The game is very well composed, although I suggest that footprint and gunshot markers should be on screen instead of the card, especially for combating royal aspect. Also, Laughter is a very big problem when it comes to a
game This. Some enemies won't die until you put a few cuts in them, or you lay as much they appear as they shoot you through walls. There are many game modes and things to unlock, and the game isn't pay to win. For the Zombies game mode, it hasn't been released yet, but I hope I'll be able to play
village survival with my friends online. I hope we won't have to pay for the zombies game mode, but a game like this is worth paying money for. When the game is introduced worldwide, I will definitely buy the season pass. Excellent game, even if it's still worked on. 5/5 Stars for you. :) I have tried to
contact you several times through the program. Not to get an answer from a payment to win program. The problem is the laughing compensation you introduced into the new update. Every game I play now is pinging at nearly 110. I sit there shooting people with whole magazines of ammo to get hit tags
and then be shot with only two bullets myself. I was shooting people with a sparrow and getting hit tags when it hit them clear. I shoot people with a rocket launcher in the face. They kill me, I shoot people with a sniper 5, 6, 7 times for a 1 second delay between the shot and the kill. Where if they shoot me
within that 1 second. I die and get a help. I throw off travel mines. They walk straight over the top of it and I get a hit tag. Even just common walks in the game are now laggy. Even the use of death streaks. I have to print it 3 times, specialist is hopeless as it lurches. It wasn't a problem before you got the
new update, it ruined the game for me and I'm disappointed if I'm a paying player and wasted my $40 on garbage that's unbearable and unplayable at times. I'm not a bad player. I know you won't respond unless I pay to play so whatever, it would be nice if this problem could be fixed. No, it's not my
internet connection, I'm on fiber and no it's not my device I have a 12.9 inch iPad Pro. I've uninstalled and reinstalled the app twice. It's an in game problem and it's annoying. A waste of money. It's a crazy good game. Especially since it's very easy to play for free without paying more money to make
progress (but I did it to support it). The cards that are there are great and there are plenty of guns with attachments to unlock. It feels pretty good and there's a lot of ability to change controls as required. However, there isn't a huge amount of cards... For a total overall COD mobile app, it can really do with
5-10 additional cards at least for multiplayer. The graphics although very good, may be much better (kinda feels like a game made about 5 years ago, but it's only released this year). Furthermore, new character skins are few and far between with no clear way to unlock them. With so many iconic
characters in the COD universe, it would be good to see a number join the line. Lastly, Zombies are a must, that I cannot wait to be added. The sooner the better. However, I know all this additional content will come on time. I really hope they are constantly and quickly elevated content available with maps,
characters, Zombies and better graphics. So for now, 4 stars, but boy it's an amazing game, with great potential. Eager for the future of it ! The developer, Activision Publishing, Inc., indicated that the app's privacy practices may include handling data as described below. For more information, see the
developer's privacy policy. The following data can be used to track you about apps and websites owned by other companies: Purchases Location Contact Identifiers Usage Data The following data can be collected and linked to your identity: Purchases Location Contact Information User Identifiers Usage
Data Diagnostics Privacy Practices, for example, can vary based on the features you use or your age. Learn more developer website App Support Privacy Policy Welcome to the Gulag, soldier. Let's hope you're in the fight against form because there are only two ways out of here. Radioactive agent, the
seventh season for Call of Duty: Mobile, is offering a new limited time event: Shooting fight in the Gulag. This 2v2 tactical mode takes place on the iconic Gulag of Warzone, the Battle Royale experience of the world of modern warfare®. In this close quarters card, aggression wins and precision the day.
Read on for tips on how to work with your teammate to outsmart and condemn the opposition. Map review The Gulag is a small, symmetrical map with three primary vertical lanes that offer a clear view of one spawn to the other. Rows of sinks and shower stalls between the lanes provide cover and visual
obstruction for players to weave in and out of view. Don't be fooled - Gulag's simple design doesn't necessarily mean your fights will be simple either. The sinks and shower stalls are big enough and close enough together that you can quickly lose sight of your enemies, suddenly turning every direction in a
potential point of attack. Rules of Engagement - Gunfight Before we go in-depth on card strategies, let's review how Gunfight works. It's 2v2, so pair with a friend or matchmaking with a random player to form your team. Your loadout There are no custom loadouts in Gunfight. The game assigns the same
charging to all players, consisting of a primary and secondary weapon as well as lethal and tactical equipment. All weapons classes are on the board, from assault rifles to sniper guns as your primary weapon to pistols and launchers as your secondary. The load changes every two rounds. There are no
Scorestreaks or Operator Skills in Gunfight, and there's zero health rebirth. Your Mission Gunfight is based around. To win a round, you need to eliminate the enemy team or catch the overtime goal. If neither team catches the overtime goal, the win goes the team with the most health. The first team to win
six rounds wins the game. Gulag Tactics These Rounds Are Fast, So Get trigger finger ready and play aggressive. There are two main opening strategies to consider: looking straight down the middle or side lanes to try and catch an enemy out in the open or taking cover to hide from view in an attempt to
surprise and flirt the enemy. Aim down attractions if you check the middle or side lane; the milliseconds you save to do so will win rounds against enemies less prepared. Or move between cover to stay out of sight, but don't sit and wait. A still target is an easy target. Stay on the move, seek the enemy and
keep moving when you engage them. Use your voice comms and be quick and concise in your calls: middle, left, chase, back spawn, whatever gets the point across. If your teammate isn't talking, look for patterns in their strategy. If they're constantly rushing forward, rush with them when you're ahead or
hold back and provide cover when you're down. Switch up your strategies so you don't become predictable. Top 5 Tips 5. Use all your tools. When you hand over a sniper gun, switch to the pistol and rush forward for a near-range attack; use your smoking grenades to confuse and disorient; drop a grenade
to blast a pursuing enemy. Always keep them guessing. 4. Overwatch in overtime. Consider using the goal as bait in overtime, especially if your side has more health than the others. The enemy will be forced to take it if they want the victory, and you'll be ready to shoot when they get there. 3. Keep you
cool. Even when you're down several rounds, there's always the chance to come back for the win. Take it around through the round, and don't let yourself get frustrated. An overfunded enemy often becomes a predictable enemy. Keep your cool, counter, and knock them off a pen. 2. Resist the Reboot.
We're all guilty of it, firing off a few rounds and then rebooting when there's still a lot left in the force. Resist that temptation. Gulag is a small card and being caught halfway through a reboot animation puts you at a serious disadvantage. And if you really need the ammo, consider switching to your
secondary instead. 1. Make a new friend. Communication is so important in 2v2, especially in Gulag where enemies can quickly disappear from sight. If you find a good teammate, send them a friend invitation and pair for more games. Your winning rate will shoot up and you can even make a new friend in



the process. See you in the Gulag. For the latest intel, be sure to visit the Call of Duty: Mobile website. Be sure to follow Call of Duty: Mobile on Twitter @PlayCODMobile, Facebook @callofdutymobile and Instagram @callofdutymobile. Also check out www.callofduty.com, www.youtube.com/callofduty, and
follow @CallofDuty on Twitter, Instagram and Facebook. © 2020 Activision Publishing, Inc. Activision, Call of Duty, of Duty: Black Ops en en From Duty: Modern Warfare are trademarks of Activision Publishing, Inc. All other brands and brand names are the characteristics of their respective owners. For
more information about Activision games, follow @Activision on Twitter, Facebook and Instagram. and Instagram.
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